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ABSTRACT This paper presents an ontology based on mutation techniques for the modelling of cyberse-
curity attacks and its application to 5G networks. Main concepts of network protocols, mutation operators,
flow of network packets and network traffic are introduced. An ontology is designed based on different
mutation operators that allow to design models that can be assimilated with known and unknown attacks.
This approach has been implemented in our open source 5G network traffic fuzzer, 5Greplay, and has been
applied to three use cases that are representative of attacks against 5G networks: NAS Replay attack, Denial
of Service by Sending Malformed NGAP Packets and 5G encapsulation of IoT traffic.

INDEX TERMS Ontology, mutation technique, network traffic, 5G networks, fuzzing techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION
The 5G networks represent a paradigm of next generation
wireless technology. They will be faster and able to han-
dle more connected devices than the existing 4G networks.
They are composed of different enabling technologies, such
as Software-Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function
Virtualization (NFV), Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC),
Cloud-Native Core Network (CCN) and Network Resource
Slicing (NRS).

Although these technologies have been the subject of vari-
ous research works, they introduce a new set of cybersecurity
challenges that still need to be investigated. Regarding cyber-
attacks, different techniques have been developed in order to
detect and execute them. One of the techniques used is fuzz
testing, which is a software testing technique that relies on
the injection of random, invalid or unexpected data to cause
the malfunctioning or a crash of the system.

Human languages are commonly studied from three main
perspectives: syntax, semantics, and behaviour [1]. Syntax
studies rules to define grammatically well-formed sentences,
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semantics considers the meaning of words and phrases, and
behaviour is the study of the context-dependent features of a
language.

We study network protocols from these perspectives. Then,
every protocol has (i) a syntax that defines the sequencing
of data elements or bits that are considered to be valid, and
determines how to read the data in the form of fields, (ii)
a semantic that refers to the interpretation or meaning that
computers give to each field, and (iii) a behaviour, that we
will call behaviour, dimension that considers the data in its
context, this is when the data should be sent, and how fast.

The work described in this paper extends the research and
open-source solution 5Greplay, presented by the authors in
[2] and [3]. Notably, in this paper, we present an ontology
based on mutation techniques for the modelling of cyber-
security attacks and its application to 5G networks, that we
demonstrate bymeans of our 5G network traffic fuzzer, 5Gre-
play.

The idea is to develop an ontology based on different
mutation operators that will allow to design models that
can be assimilated with known attacks and with 0-day
attacks. Attacks can be simple attacks consisting of simple
actions, or more complex attacks based on the composition of
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different actions. This approach will facilitate the description
and execution of attacks in order to check the robustness of
5G networks and their components. It will also facilitate the
automated detection and design of mitigation techniques to
resist to attacks.

The main contribution of this paper is the design of an
ontology for mutation techniques by introducing classes of
the concepts of network protocol, mutation operators, net-
work packet, flow of network packets, network traffic. To the
best of our knowledge there is an absence of a unified for-
malism for describing the fuzzing process, in particular the
mutation-based fuzzing techniques. We believe that a for-
malism to describe network-enabled fuzzing would improve
network security by allowing automation of test case creation,
and facilitating the creation of complex test cases scenarios.

The formalism we described in Section IV differs from the
state of the art because it was specially designed tomutate net-
work protocols and also allows the design of complex attacks.
Network-enabled mutation has the peculiarity that there may
be dependency between network packets or between packet
flows. Therefore, when mutating a packet, our formalism
also considers the packets that depend on it, in addition to
other characteristics of its context that we also discuss in this
article. Finally, the operators that we defined in our formalism
can be combined to create complex protocol-based attacks.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II contains
the necessary background on ontologies and 5G networks
to understand the rest of the article, and the case studies
presented; Section III presents related works; Section IV
presents the 5G network fuzzer; Section V-D presents the
ontology of the network mutation functions, and Section V
the experimentations to illustrate our approach. Finally, Sec-
tion VI provides the conclusion and perspectives.

II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we present the necessary background for
understanding the rest of the article. First, we quote a def-
inition and list the basic steps to build an ontology. Then,
we present basic concepts of 5G networks, that will help the
reader to understand the case studies presented in Section V.

A. ONTOLOGIES
Research has defined an ontology as the basic terms and
relations comprising the vocabulary of a subject, together
with the rules for combining terms and relations to define
extensions to the vocabulary [4].

Ontologies differentiate from taxonomies, as they con-
tain full specifications of a domain, including relationships,
such as ‘‘composition’’, ‘‘if-then-else’’, ‘‘and’’, ‘‘or’’, ‘‘not’’,
‘‘equal’’. Moreover, an ontology contains resources to add
new classifications.

Ontologies can be defined by formal means, for instance,
by using axioms to specify the intended meaning of domain
elements. However, informal methods, such as, UML class
diagrams, entity-relationship models, and semantic nets, are
also accepted.

The basic steps to build an ontology are:
1) Determine the domain and scope of the ontology
2) Search and envisage reusing ontologies in the literature
3) Enumerate important terms in the ontology
4) State the classes and the class hierarchy
5) State the properties of classes and slots
6) State the facets of the slots
7) Create instances

B. 5G CORE NETWORK
In the 4G network architecture, User Equipment (UE) like
smartphones or cellular devices, connects over the LTERadio
Access Network (E-UTRAN) to the Evolved Packet Core
(EPC) and then further Data Networks (DN), like the Inter-
net. 5G networks divide the LTE core and implements each
function separately, so that they can run independently of
each other. Moreover, 5G network functions are virtualized,
then they do not need dedicated hardware. This enables the
5G core to decentralized 5G nodes, and to be very flexible.
In fact, 5G networks can be adapted through network slicing,
to have multiple logical ‘‘slices’’ of functionality optimized
for specific use-cases, all operating on a single physical core
within the 5G network infrastructure. 5G core Service-Based
Architecture proposed by the 3GPP1 is showed in Figure 1.
It is composed of the following major components [5]:

1) The Access and Mobility Management Function
(AMF) is as a single-entry point for the UE connec-
tion. Based on the service demanded by the UE, the
AMF selects a Session Management Function (SMF)
for handling the user session.

2) The User Plane Function (UPF) transports the IP data
traffic (user plane) between the User Equipment (UE)
and the external networks.

3) The Authentication Server Function (AUSF) assists the
AMF to authenticate the UE and access services of the
5G core.

4) Further functions like the Session Management Func-
tion (SMF), the Policy Control Function (PCF), the
Application Function (AF) and the Unified Data Man-
agement (UDM) function manage the policy con-
trol framework, applying policy decisions and access-
ing subscription information, to control the network
behaviour.

III. RELATED WORKS
This Section cites previous works in Mutation-based Fuzzing
Testing Formalization, Network-enabled and 5G protocol
fuzzers, 5G security test generation, as well as, a survey on
5G Threats.

A. MUTATION-BASED FUZZING TESTING FORMALIZATION
Various formal bases to improve this critical fuzzing
approaches has been proposed in the literature. On the soft-
ware testing field, research [6] has characterized the input

1https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/sdn-threat-landscape
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evaluation and selection components of fuzzing, based on
static analysis concepts. In their model, they define the
notions of input, concrete and abstract states, and how the
inputs are mapped from a concrete state trace to an abstract
state by an abstraction function. Moreover, authors have
defined some software fuzzing technique using their model
concepts in order to demonstrate its generality. Their results
proved that the choice and combination of abstraction func-
tions are significant and can modify the effectiveness of
fuzzing.

Fuzzing testing has been also represented using mutation
trees, in particular [7] applied it to an industrial control
system, in order to improve the efficiency of the mutation
process and the insufficient amount of tests in the old fuzzing
technology for industrial control systems (ICS).

B. NETWORK-ENABLED AND 5G PROTOCOL FUZZERS
Dedicated fuzzers for protocols commonly used in telecom-
munications have been proposed. T-Fuzz [8] follows a
generation-based fuzzing approach, relying onmessage mod-
els with full protocol specifications to test the 3GPP Non-
Access Stratum (NAS) protocol, used in LTE and 5G net-
works. For the Resource Control layer (RCC) protocol that
operates between the UE and gNB, a fuzzer based on the
ASN.1 description language has been proposed [9]. The
fuzzer extracts information about ongoing RRC messages
by means of protocol description files of RRC from 3GPP,
and uses it to mutate RRC messages. The adaptive fuzzer
recognizes individual fields, sub-messages, and custom data
types according to specifications when fuzzing the content of
existing messages.

The Next Generation Application Protocol (NGAP) that
operates between the UE and the AMF, has also been tested
with fuzzing techniques. Mutation algorithms based on parti-
tion weight have shown to be able to reduce fuzzing time by
generating samples that are more likely to produce anomalies
in the 5G core [10]. The main limitation of this approach
is that the number of samples that are required to test and
calculate the weights of each protocol field during the tuning
phase of the algorithm, must be adequate to get an accurate
calculation of field weights, and this process could take a
considerable amount of time.

In conclusion, network traffic mutation is gaining atten-
tions for searching vulnerabilities. Nevertheless, to the best
of our knowledge, there is an absence of a unified vocab-
ulary for describing it. Some works have approached this
problem, but they are merely taxonomies, that do not con-
template the relationship between the entities interfering
on the process of network traffic mutation, as an ontol-
ogy would do. We believe that such an ontology would
improve network security by allowing automation of test case
creation.

The ontology we described in Section IV differs from
the state of the art because it was specially designed to
mutate network protocols. Network-enabled mutation has the

peculiarity that there may be dependency between network
packets or between packet flows. Therefore, when mutating
a packet, our ontology also considers the packets that depend
on it, in addition to other characteristics of its context that we
will discuss later in this article.

C. 5G SECURITY TEST GENERATION
The evolution of 5Gmobile networks towards a service-based
architecture (SBA) comes with the emergence of numer-
ous new testing challenges and objectives. First, 5G deploy-
ment introduces a brand-new set of technologies, such as,
the network function softwarization enabled by the software
defined networking (SDN) and network functions virtualiza-
tion (NFV), Mobile edge computing (MEC), and Network
Slicing (NS). These require to be tested from a functional
point of view; but, also from a non-functional point of view in
order to determine the sanity of the system based on indica-
tors such as data throughput performance, latency, scalability,
robustness, etc. Finally, 5G SBA introduces new cybersecu-
rity threats, with some of the previously adopted security and
privacy mechanisms becoming ineffective or not applicable
in 5G due to the changes in the architecture and the advent of
new services [11]. This requires the creation of new sets of
security test cases and tools specifically targeting 5G security
concerns.

The 3GPP standardization organism has proposed a wide
set of test cases to check functional and non-functional
requirements in 5G network products. For example, in the
TS 33.117 catalogue [12] of general 5G security assurance
requirements, they propose a group of test cases to verify if
network products providing externally reachable services are
robust against unexpected inputs. The target of these tests are
the 5G protocol stacks (e.g., Diameter stack). Other specifi-
cations, such as the TS 33.512 [13], concerning the security
assurance of the Access and Mobility management Function
(AMF), provides test cases to verify that this 5G component
is properly protected against specific vulnerabilities.

Regarding security testing, 5G issues have been the subject
of numerous studies. Standardization organisms list collec-
tions of threats and vulnerabilities [14], also investigated by
academia [11], [15], and Industrial researchers [16], [17].
Several sources have studied the problematic of replay attacks
in 5G networks, that could expose the system to Man-
in-the-Middle (MiTM) or Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks.
Technology reports identify the possibility of malicious
actors performing a DoS or MiTM attack by replaying Packet
Forwarding Control Protocol (PFCP) messages that manage
GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (GTP) tunnels. The ENISA orga-
nization [18] alerts that an AMF can be vulnerable to replay
attacks of Non-Access Stratum (NAS) signalling messages
between the UE and AMF on the N1 interface. Moreover,
ENISA adds that the security of a network slice could be
compromised if an attacker spoofs a genuine network man-
ager by obtaining access to an insecure network management
interface, or just by replaying or modifying a valid message.
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In order to overcome these issues, numerous research has
been done in the matter of detection and prediction of 5G
cyber-attacks. Several Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs)
have been proposed [19], [20]. Nevertheless, to the best of
our knowledge, there is a lack of open-source solutions that
enable to manually create or edit existing 5G network proto-
col packets and injecting them in a network, allowing to easily
test the proposed detection schemes.

Therefore, besides the significant amount of functional and
non-functional proposed test cases, as well as the previously
mentioned collections of 5G network threats and vulnerabil-
ities and intrusion detection approaches, the testing of 5G
network components and IDSs remains a challenge. This is
in part due to the lack of publicly available labelled data
sets containing realistic user behaviour and up-to-date attack
scenarios [21].

Open-source tools, such a Tcpreplay, aim to solving
this issue by enabling to replay malicious traffic pat-
terns on IDSs. More recent versions of the tool include
the capability to replay traffic on web servers. Within
the Tcpreplay suite, Tcpwrite allows editing, creating and
replaying PCAP files in a network. However, it targets
modifying IP, TCP and UDP attributes and fields. Other
packet manipulation solutions such as Scapy are also not
5G-oriented.

Here, we propose 5Greplay, an open-source solution to per-
form fuzz testing of 5G networks. 5Greplay aims to facilitate
the testing process of 5G virtual network functions and IDSs
by allowing to forward network packets from one network
interface card (NIC) to another with or without modifications.
The tool supports the implementation of test cases by letting
the users create specific scenarios using PCAP files that
contain conventional 5G network traffic and execute them on
a target network.

D. 5G THREATS
This section aims to synthesize security threats and in some
cases cyber-attacks, that target 5G. For the categorization,
we have considered the main technologies that interact in
5G networks: SDN, NFV, VNF, RAN, virtualization tech-
nologies, network slicing, Multi-access Edge Computing
(MEC), cloud computing and IoT. Additionally, based on 5G
Service-Based Architecture (SBA) defined by the 3GPP [22],
we grouped the threats into three main different physical
domains: Core network, access network or RAN, and UE,
as shown in Figure 1. In our physical classification we assume
that Core threats are also applicable to the Edge network,
as it has been considered as a reduced version of the Core
network [23].

Table 1 summarizes the main threats and attacks target-
ing 5G for enabling technology and physical domain. When
Table 1 shows more than one physical domain, this means
that the vulnerability could be exploited starting from more
than one physical domain. Moreover, in its column 5Greplay,
the table indicates the threats that could be reproduced by

means of the ontology described in Section IV, and therefore,
implemented with the 5Greplay fuzzer.

It is worth noting that when we assign to a threat or attack a
specific enabling technology, or physical domain in Table 1,
we are assuming that the vulnerability that was exploited to
perform the malicious activity was inherent to the mentioned
technology, and the exploitation was made in the particular
physical domain. However, the effects of this exploitation,
in general, are reflected in more than one technology and
physical domain. For example, if an attacker exploits a weak-
ness in an SDN platform, it would be classified, according
to our categorization as an SDN threat, located in the Core
domain, even though it probably would have consequences
in the network slicing management, on the NFVs, and edge
and UE domains.

1) CLOUD COMPUTING
In the last few years, the adoption of cloud computing ser-
vices has become a very attractive alternative for both small
companies and big multinationals, due to the possibility of
having increased IT resources at reduced capital costs. Nev-
ertheless, cloud computing platforms and their native appli-
cations have been demonstrated to have significant privacy
and security vulnerabilities [48].

5G networks rely heavily on cloud technologies. First, 5G
Core has a Service-Based Architecture (SBA) intended for
deploying a cloud-native network, enabling to build andmod-
ify VNF faster, with greater scalability and flexibility than in
previous mobile networks. Cloud-native 5G also enables net-
work slicing, hence the network performance can be adapted
to the client’s specific service requirements. Moreover, 5G
networks migrated from Distributed Radio Access Network
(D-RAN) to Cloud or Centralized RAN (C-RAN). Therefore,
cloud computing weaknesses impact heavily on 5G network
components (e.g., SDN, MEC, or IoT devices).

Some of the most prominent threats of cloud computing
according to [49] are (i) interception of cloud data, (ii) inter-
ruption of internet connection, and (iii) breaching of the cloud
server. Additionally, merging of cloud computing and IoT
exposes IoT platforms to cloud-induced vulnerabilities such
as those contained in the Open Web Application Security
Project (OWASP) top 10 [50]. Applications that rely on cloud
computing services can compromise mobile devices. This
possibility can be leveraged by external attackers to remotely
breach both private and public corporate networks. More-
over, cybercriminals can use cloud services on their own.
By having the capacity to do so, a cybercriminal may provide
powerful resources to process power and storage, and appear
and disappear easily [51].

2) NETWORK SLICING
Network slicing, which is enabled by SDN and virtualization
technologies, allows 5G networks to provide and customize
services on-demand depending on the client’s necessities.
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FIGURE 1. 5G service-based architecture (SBA) [22].

Security and isolation between slices are fundamental but
complex, because physical isolation is not always possible,
and the VNF of network slice instances are implemented
on common cloud-based infrastructures. A malicious actor
could use the capacity and elasticity of one slice to exhaust
the resources of another target slice, a make it out of ser-
vice. Additionally, certain network functions in the control
plane, such as NSSF, are mutual to multiple slices. Therefore,
an attacker may eavesdrop on the data of one slice by access-
ing the shared functions from another slice in an unauthorized
manner. Likewise, the UE can simultaneously access more
than one network slice. Consequently, a UE could be abused
to initiate a security attack from one slice to another [28],
[29].

Multi-factored attacks are also possible [28]. In such a
scenario, by means of malware an attacker could reduce the
resources of one slice, thus causing DoS to the actual sub-
scriber. Side-channel attacks, combined with incorrect isola-
tion between network slices, may lead to data exfiltration.

Slicemanagement also contains critical threat vectors if not
secured. Without securing network slice management inter-
faces, attackers may gain access to them, thus illegally cre-
ate network slice instances. Consequently, a malicious actor
could perform fraudulent activities, such as, DoS attacks,
false charging, eavesdropping on data, or extraction of sen-
sitive information to accomplish other attacks.

3) VIRTUAL NETWORK FUNCTIONS
A VNF is a network service that the NFV allows to place in
a virtualized form in dedicated hardware technology. VNFs
are part of the NFV architecture since normally their threats
are the result of the exploitation of code vulnerabilities. This
differs from the rest of NFV threats, which are exploits of
weaknesses in network protocols. However, in this survey,
we consider NFV threats and VNF apart.

The VNFs are pieces of software, then they are exposed
to the exploitation of software vulnerabilities in their code.
For example, improper input validation, buffer overflows

and underflows during read or write operations, dynamic
memory deallocation, poorly defined restriction of opera-
tions within the boundaries of a memory buffer, integer
overflow, path traversal, or vulnerable software components
(i.e. libraries, frameworks, and other software modules, etc)
are software-related vulnerabilities that can lead to attacks
against a VNF, and compromise the rest of the 5G archi-
tecture [30]. Moreover, academic research [31], [32] and
standardization groups [33] report authentication threats that
may lead malicious actors to access data or perform unau-
thorized actions, and consequently have a range of issues,
including information exposures, DoS attacks and arbitrary
code execution.

According to ENISA, one of the most important vulner-
ability sources of the VNFs is the edge devices with open
application programming interfaces (APIs) [34]. In specific,
their abuse is feasible done through the exploitation of vul-
nerabilities in MEC applications. Moreover, SDN controllers
maintain interfaces with a variety of network components,
using VNFs. The latter exposure makes the susceptible to
amplification and flooding attacks, which through a small
stream of requests from masqueraded malicious parties, can
create a flood of responses. Flooding attacks are capable to
affect a range of different external interfaces that the network
provides, such as the radio interface, interfaces to external
networks like the World WideWeb or other mobile networks.
Finally, the 3GPP has listed numerous threats that are inherent
of the specific network functions (i.e., AMF, UPF, SMF, etc)
and their related network protocols (e.g., SCTP, NGAP, NAS-
5GS, etc) [35].

4) NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION
NFVs enable placing various network functions in dif-
ferent network components based on their performance
requirements and eliminate the necessity for function or
service-specific hardware. This technology is vulnerable to
authentication threats, due to spoofing of information param-
eters in different VNFs, unauthorized use of VNF predefined
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TABLE 1. 5G security threats and cyber-attacks classified by enabling technology and Physical domain, pointing out the applicability of 5Greplay to
reproduce them.
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accounts or attributes (e.g., guest, ctxsys), weaknesses in
password policies, and traffic spikes. Furthermore, if autho-
rizations for accounts and applications in the NFV are not
reduced to the minimum required for the tasks they have to
perform, the elevation of privilege via incorrect verification
of access tokens is possible [35].

Similarly, NFVs are exposed to exploitation and abuse
threats, such as the exploitation of third-party hosted net-
work functions, a lawful interception function, a weakly
designed or configured API with inaccurate access control
rules, or poorly configured systems/networks; as well as, the
unauthorized access to a function when hosted outside the
operator’s network. Moreover, accessing the personal data
stored in the log files can lead to remote access exploitation
and compromise the system integrity [34]. Finally, NFVs can
be attacked by exploiting vulnerabilities of their native pro-
tocols, e.g., GTP, Diameter, NGAP, NAS-5GS, JSON [37].

5) SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS
One of the main novelties in the 5G architecture is the com-
prehensive virtualization of the Core network [34], facilitated
by the NFV and the SDN, that allow easy management
and innovation through abstraction. However, in the absence
of proper security mechanisms, for example, the lack of
TLS adoption, malicious actors could perform a man-in-
the-middle, and launch various attacks by impersonating or
gaining unauthorized access to the controller, or modifying
the channels [34], [38], [39], [40].

Similarly, as the policy enforcement process is distributed
across physical switches, security threats and new risks of
information disclosure are introduced. A malicious actor can
identify the action applied to a packet type by performing
packet processing timing analysis [38], [39], [41]. Also, as the
SDN controller manipulates flow rules in the data forwarding
elements, it is vulnerable to DoS attacks [11], [34], [38], [39],
[40], [41].

SDN facilitates third party applications to be included
in the architecture, then an application could introduce its
vulnerabilities to the system [11], [34], [41]. Simple faults
in network applications might lead to the breakdown of the
control plane and failure of network functionality. Moreover,
traffic high-jacking and re-routing is possible, an illegitimate
appropriation of routing group addresses by corrupting the
routing tables. Finally, network security policies and proto-
cols can have network vulnerabilities that affect the layers
and interfaces of the SDN framework [11], [40], [41], [42].

6) VIRTUALIZATION PLATFORM
5G networks are deeply based on virtualization technologies,
that allows placing VNF in virtual machines. Virtualization
platforms face different threats, depending on the different
virtualization approaches followed in the network. In this
subsection, we focus mainly on server virtualization software
threats and container-based threats.

Research divided the server virtualization security
threats into three main categories: hypervisor-based attacks,

VM-based attacks, and VM image attacks [24]. A hypervisor-
based attack is an exploit in which a malicious actor
takes advantage of vulnerabilities in the program used to
allow multiple operating systems to share a single hard-
ware processor. If attackers gain command of the hyper-
visor, all the VMs and the data accessed by them will be
under their full control to utilize. Furthermore, it could
compromise the control of the underlying physical sys-
tem and the hosted applications. Some well-known attacks
(e.g., Bluepill, Hyperjacking, etc.) insert VM-based rootkits
that can install a rogue hypervisor or modify the existing
one to take complete control of the environment. Since
the hypervisor runs underneath the host OS, it is diffi-
cult to detect these sorts of attacks using regular security
measures.

VM-based threats include VM escape, where malicious
actors break the isolated boundaries of the VM and start
communicating with the operating system directly by passing
through the virtual machine manager (VMM) layer, such an
exploit opens the door to attackers to gain access to the host
machine and launch further attacks. VM sprawls, which
occurs when numerous VMs exist in the environment without
proper management or control, and since they retain the
system resources (i.e., memory, disks, network channels etc.)
during this period, these resources cannot be assigned to other
VMs. Cross VM-side channel attacks, when a malicious VM
penetrates the isolation between VMs, and then access the
shared hardware and cache locations to extract confidential
information from the target VM. VM image threats com-
prise inside-VM attacks, where a VM image is infected with
malware or OS rootkits at run-time; and outdated software
packages in VMs, that can pose serious security threats in
the virtualized environment, for example, a machine rollback
operation may expose a software bug that has already been
fixed [25].

Regarding the container management security threats, the
two major types of risks that we examined are the compro-
mise of an image or container and the misuse of a container
to attack other containers, the host OS and other hosts. A con-
tainer image that is missing critical security updates, or has
an improper configuration, embedded malware or clear text
secrets, can be the target of exploitation that compromised
the security of the rest of the system. Likewise, images
often contain sensitive components like an organization’s
proprietary software and embedded secrets. If connections to
registries are performed over insecure channels, the contents
of images are subject to the same confidentiality risks as any
other data transmitted in the clear [26]. By default, in most
container runtimes, individual containers are able to access
each other and the host OS over the network. If a container is
compromised and acting maliciously, allowing this network
traffic may risk other resources in the environment. More-
over, a container running in privileged mode has access to
all the devices on the host, thus allowing it to essentially
act as part of the host OS and impact all other containers
running on it.
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7) MULTI-ACCESS EDGE COMPUTING
The development of Multi-access Edge Computing enables
cloud computing capabilities to the edge of mobile net-
works, allowing service providers to deploy applications to
end-users. One of the main security challenges is the need
for open APIs, to provide maintenance for federated services
that developers use to serve contents to MEC applications
and end-users [11], [43]. The adoption of open APIs often
create vulnerabilities that an attacker could exploit by imper-
sonating third parties to launch diverse attacks on the MEC
ecosystem. For example DoS and man-in-the-middle (MitM)
attacks, malicious mode problems, privacy leakages, and VM
manipulation. ENISA studies how virtualization technolo-
gies’ threats (described in the section above) affect MECs.
Additionally, they state that common hardware resources
can lead to cross-contamination; exploitation of vulnerabil-
ities in the common host platform, Container-as-a-Service
(CaaS) and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) also impact the
security [22].

8) RADIO ACCESS NETWORK CONTROL
ENISA in its Threat Landscape has resumed the 5G security
issues related to RAN control [34].

A base station (BS) could be compromised by a malicious
actor masquerading a legitimate user, this would facilitate dif-
ferent types of attacks, such as man-in-the-middle or network
traffic manipulation. Besides, a compromised access network
could enable an attacker to forge configuration data and
launch other actions, for example, DoS attacks. The illegal
use of the spectrum resources could also allow an attacker
to take a specific spectrum band by imitating a legitimately
licensed unit.

Flooding of radio interfaces with requests can consume
component resources, and consequently reduce the quality
or provoke the complete shutdown of the radio frequency
provided by the component. Jamming the radio frequency by
disrupting the network radio frequency (NRF) could cause the
core network and related services to become inaccessible for
affected users. Finally, signalling manoeuvres has also been
cited, for example signalling the interconnection between
networks for fraud. Signalling storms can be launched by
malware or apps, and they can overload the bandwidth at the
cell, the backbone signalling servers, cloud servers, and may
also deplete the battery power of mobile devices.

Additionally, attacks based on false buffer status reports
has been reported [44]. In this case, an attacker can exploit
the buffer status reports of access network components such
as Basic Service Sets (BSS) to obtain information (e.g.
packet scheduling, load balancing, and admission control
algorithms). Moreover, they could performmessage insertion
attack to initiate a DoS attacks; as well as, the exploitation of
micro BSs that are not as physically secure as macro BSs used
in pre-5G networks.

Finally, Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocol-based
attacks at the Control Plane have been described [37]. The

RRC protocol is a control protocol that manages a radio
bearer of the L3 layer, related to radio resource establish-
ment, reconfiguration, and announcement between the UE
and RAN. Through the RRC protocol attack, attackers are
able to launch various attacks, such as subscriber ID tamper-
ing, DoS attacks against BSs, and authentication bypass.

9) IoT DEVICES
Cybercriminals are constantly searching for vulnerabilities
in IoT devices for opportunities to steal information, extort
businesses, and take control of computer systems remotely.

An optimal security approach should protect the services,
hardware resources, information and data, both in transmis-
sion and storage. However, this is very challenging since
IoT devices are diverse compared to traditional computing
devices, making themmore vulnerable in different ways [52].
For example, most IoT devices are designed to be deployed
at a massive scale, creating a network of nearly identical
appliances with similar characteristics. Thus, this similarity
amplifies the magnitude of any vulnerability in the security
that may significantly affect many of them. Similarly, the
expected number of links interconnected between the IoT
devices is unprecedented, and many of these devices can
establish connections and communicate with other devices
automatically. This nature of interconnection on IoT devices
implies that if a device is poorly secured and connected, it can
affect the security and the resilience of the whole network.

Added to these, most IoT user-interactive applications are
web and/or mobile-based, designed mostly with applica-
tion programming interface (API), using PHP, Java, XML,
and HTML. An unpatched API may be susceptible to
various attacks exposing the entire system to malicious
attacks [45]. IoT-based attacks may come in various forms,
and the most common of them are the following [46]:
(i) physical attacks, that affect hardware components, (ii)
reconnaissance attacks, that comprise unauthorized discov-
ery and mapping of systems, services, (iii) denial-of-service
attacks, (iv) access attacks, where unauthorized persons gain
unauthorized access of devices, (v) malware, that intent to
hijack sensors’ functions and spread in the IoT infrastruc-
ture, (vi) botnets, (vii) ransomware, targeting data storage,
and (ix) privacy attacks, such as data mining on databases,
cyberespionage, eavesdropping, tracking a user’s move-
ments, or password-based attacks.

IV. NETWORK MUTATION ONTOLOGY
We believe that network protocols can be defined using
threemain concepts: syntax, semantic, and behaviour. Syntax
defines the sequencing of data elements or bits that are valid,
and determines how to read the data in the form of fields.
Semantic refers to the interpretation or meaning that com-
puters give to each field. Behaviour considers the data in its
context, this is when the data should be sent, and how fast for
non-functional behavioural aspects.

Let us consider, as a running example, the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP). The TCP syntax is the group of
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rules that defines that a TCP header is composed by at least
20 bytes, of which the first 2 bytes are a piece of information,
that must be interpreted as a field apart from the following
2 bytes that correspond to another piece of information, etc.
The semantics of the protocol gives to the first 2 bytes in the
header the meaning of the source port number, followed the
destination port number, etc. The behaviour determines that,
for instance, a TCP ACK signal must arrive after a TCP SYN
signal.

In a mutation-based fuzzing testing strategy, the idea is
to generate new test cases, called also mutants, by making
syntactic changes in already existing test cases, to there-
fore inject them into the system under test. Ideally, the
mutants must be syntactically correct in order to discard
test cases that the systems under test cannot interpret [53].
Moreover, mutants can also be generated by modifying the
inputs from a behaviour’ perspective. Continuing with the
TCP example, supposing that the system under test is a
TCP server, and a test case is a group of TCP packets,
that semantically constitute the TCP handshake message
exchange. A behavioural mutant of the test case can be the
same message exchange, but with the client acknowledg-
ment message before the server synchronize message. The
client acknowledgment message would be syntactically and
semantically correct, but it would violate the behaviour of the
protocol.

In our ontology, mutant operators can only make changes
of the syntax, and behaviour, the data in its context, of an
object. Semantic changes, the interpretation that computers
give to each field, are not possible as the ultimate objective of
this ontology is to represent a testing process, and modifying
the interpretation or meaning of a message would imply to
modify the system under test.

As described in Section II-A, ontologies can be defined by
formal and informal methods. Figure 2 is a UML diagram that
summarizes the classes of our ontology and the relationship
between them. Meanwhile, Section IV-A formally defines
them.

A. CLASSES
In the following subsection we present some definitions that
will be used throughout our mutation ontology:

• Let Pr denote a network protocol formed by i
number of fields, which are ordered pairs of field
names FD = {fd1, fd2, . . . , fdi} with input domain
Dfd = {Dfd1,Dfd2, . . . ,Dfdi}, and field val-
ues V = {value1, value2, . . . , valuei}, such that
Pr = {(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2), . . . , (fdi, valuei)},
where valuei ∈ Dfdi

• Let P denote a network packet formed by n number
of network protocols with input domain Dp, such that
P = {pr1, pr2, . . . , prn}, where prn ∈ Dp

• Let F denote a flow of network packets formed by x
number of network packets with input domain Df , such
that F = {P1,P2, . . . ,Px}, where Px ∈ Df

FIGURE 2. Summary of the basic definitions of our ontology (left), and
instantiation using 5G protocols (right). Colors differentiate different
senders.

• Let NT denote a network traffic formed by y number
of flow of network packets with input domain Dnt , such
that NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fy}, where Fy ∈ Dnt

Figure 3 exemplify the four classes and instantiate them,
using the TCP protocol.

B. NOTIONS OF INDEPENDENCE
In the following subsection, we define the independence
notions applied to the four basic concepts we defined in
Section IV-A.

1) FIELDS
Two fields are independent, if a change in the field value
of one does not affect the field value of the other. This
notion applies for fields in the same and in different proto-
cols in the same packet, or for fields in different packets.
We represent this as: fdi ⊥⊥ fdj. We read the last expres-
sion as ‘‘fdi is independent of fdj’’, and fdi ⊥⊥ fdj do not
imply fdj ⊥⊥ fdi.

For example, in a TCP packet, the TCP field checksum
is used for error-checking of the TCP header, the payload,
and an IP pseudo-header. The calculation of this checksum
involves the length of the TCP headers and payload in bytes.
Therefore, the TCP checksum is dependent on the rest of
the TCP fields. On the other hand, if the TCP source port
changes, the destination port remains the same and vice versa,
therefore, they are independent fields.
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FIGURE 3. Summary of the basic definitions of our ontology (left), and instantiation using TCP protocol (right). Colors
differentiate different senders.

2) PROTOCOLS
Two protocols are independent if all their fields are indepen-
dent. We represent this as: pdi ⊥⊥ pdj. We read the last
expression as ‘‘pdi is independent of pdj’’, and pdi ⊥⊥ pdj
do not imply pdj ⊥⊥ pdi.

For example, in a TCP packet, the calculation of the
checksum also involves the source IP address, the destination
IP address, and the protocol number for the TCP protocol.
A TCP field depends on IP fields, therefore, TCP and IP are
protocol dependent. On the other hand, if any field of the
Ethernet protocol changes, no field of TCPwould be affected,
therefore, TCP protocol is independent of Ethernet protocol.

3) PACKETS
Two packets are independent if all their protocols are inde-
pendent. We represent this as: Pi ⊥⊥ Pj. We read the last
expression as ‘‘Pi is independent of Pj’’, and Pi ⊥⊥ Pj do not
imply Pj ⊥⊥ Pi.
For example, in a TCP handshake, if the IP source on

the TCP synchronization (TCP SYN) packet changes, the IP
destination in the correspondent TCP acknowledgment (TCP
ACK) packet, must be changed too, to preserve the protocol
proper behaviour. Therefore, TCP ACK packet is dependent
on TCP SYN packet. However, such a change would not
affect a synchronization signal of separate TCP exchange,
then this two TCP SYN packets would be independent.

4) FLOW OF PACKETS
Two flow of packets are independent if all their packets are
independent. We represent this as: Fi ⊥⊥ Fj. We read the last
expression as ‘‘Fi is independent of Fj’’, and Fi ⊥⊥ Fj do not
imply Fj ⊥⊥ Fi.

For example, two separate IP handshakes are independent
flows. In the case of HTTP request response exchange flow,
by design it is preceded by a TCP handshake flow, and a mod-
ification in one of the TCP headers of the packets involved
would affect the HTTP exchange. Therefore, HTTP request
response exchange flow is dependent on a TCP handshake.

C. MUTANTS
Let P′,F ′,NT ′ be a syntactically correct network packet,
flow of network packets, and network traffic respectively,
obtained by making a syntactic, or behavioural changes of
P,F,NT . P′,F ′,NT ′ are known asmutants of P,F,NT .

D. MUTANT OPERATORS TYPES
Let R be a rule according to which P,F, or NT are changed.
R is known as a mutant operator, and it is composed by a
context γ and an action σ such that R = {γ, σ }.

1) CONTEXT
The context determine if the operation will be performed in a
single packet, a flow of packets, or the whole network traffic.
It is a filter function γ of NT with image equal to

1) a single network packet: γ : NT → P,
2) a flow of network packets: γ : NT → F , or
3) a whole network traffic: γ : NT → NT

For describing the context, we use the following notation:

γ (NT ) = [Level].[protocol].[field].[value type].[value]
(1)

More details of the notation are provided in Table 3.
Moreover, the γ function can be formed of several expres-

sions of the type of equation 1 joined by logical operators,
such as and, and or. For example:
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TABLE 2. Mutant operator actions.

TABLE 3. Context notation.

• γ (NT ) = P.IP.ip_source.S.8.8.8.8 is a function that
filters all the network packets with an IP source address
equal to 8.8.8.8

• γ (NT ) = F .TCP.tcp_port.R.[80 : 88] is a function
that filters all the network flows with TCP port in range
between 80 and 88, including them

• γ (NT ) = P.TCP.tcp_port.RE .. ∗ ([0 − 9] ∗ 8)$ is a
function that filters all the network packets with TCP
port that end in 8

• γ (NT ) = P.IP.ip_source.S.8.8.8.8 and
P.TCP.tcp_port.RE .. ∗ ([0 − 9] ∗ 8)$ is a function that
filters all the network packets with an IP source address
equal to 8.8.8.8 and TCP port that ends in 8 ip_source

2) ACTION
The action is a function σ of P, F, or NT that defines
the action that will be applied to the results of the context
function. We introduce the three types of actions, that are also
summarized in Table 2.

Atomic actions are the most basic ones, and they can
not be deduced using other actions, and they are utilized to
build composed and complex actions. In our ontology, all the
action can be deduced from the DROP andMODIFY actions,
applied at the packet level.
Composed actions are combinations of single atomic

actions, repeated once or several times. Basic actions per-
formed to a flow or the entire network traffic, can be seen
as a composition of atomic actions, therefore, they enter
this category. In this category we included the duplication,
permutation, and the acceleration or delay in time of packets;
as well as, dropping, duplicating, modifying, and permuting a
flow of packet. Further composed actions could be proposed
using our ontology.
Finally, complex actions are combinations of different

atomic or composed actions, and they aim to assist in the
generation of complex cyberattacks or test cases. We pro-
pose fuzzing a packet field values, the ordering of packets
in a flow, and the ordering of flows in the network traf-
fic; as well as, standard and distributed denial of service
attacks. Further complex actions could be proposed using our
ontology.
In the following subsections, we present the for-

malization of atomic, composed, and complex actions.
For such a purpose, let us consider a network traf-
fic NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi,Fj, . . . ,Fy}, where Fi =

{P1,P2, . . . ,Pi,Pj, . . . ,Px}, and Pi = {pr1, pr2, . . . , pri,
. . . , prh, . . . , prn}. NT will be muted according to a mutant
operator R, with context γ , and action σ . In the following
subsections, we present the formalization of the actions we
propose to create syntactically correct mutants of NT .
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FIGURE 4. Drop packet action.

FIGURE 5. Modify packet action.

E. ATOMIC ACTIONS
• Drop packets: Drop a packet (see Figure 4).

σ = P_DROP(Pi)
⇒ Fx = {P1,P2, . . . ,Pj, . . . ,Px}

• Modify packets: Change the value of a field fdi, in the
protocol pri, of the packet Pi, for the value valuei′. This
operator does not consider dependency relationships
between fields, protocols, packets, or flows. As a result,
we get a mutation of Pi, that we call Pi′ (see Figure 5).
σ = P_MODIFY (Pi, pri, fdi, valuei′)
⇒ Fx = {P1,P2, . . . ,Pi′,Pj, . . . ,Px} where
Pi′ = {pr1, pr2, . . . , pri′, . . . , pn}, with pri′ =

{(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2), . . . , (fdi, valuei′)}

F. COMPOSED ACTIONS
Two actions f and g produces a new action h such that h(Px) =

g◦ f (Px) = g(f (Px)). In this operation, the action g is applied
to the result of applying the function f to Px. Action composi-
tion is not necessarily commutative. Successive transforma-
tions applying and composing to the right agrees with the left-
to-right reading sequence. Composed actions are a special
case or a composition of several repeated atomic actions. The
following operators can be defined as a composition of the
atomic actions written in Table 2. For example:
F_DROP(Fx) = P_DROP(P1) ◦ P_DROP(P2) ◦ . . . ◦

P_DROP(Px) = {}

• Duplicate packets: Duplicate a packet or a group of
packets.

σ = P_DUPLICATE(Pi)
⇒ Fx = {P1,P2, . . . ,Pi,Pi,Pj, . . . ,Px}

• Permute packets: Swap the position of Qx with Pi.
σ = P_PERMUTE(Qx,Pi)

- - Permute two single packets: Qx is a single packet
Px.
⇒ Fx = {P1,P2, . . . ,Px,Pj, . . . ,Pi}

- - Permute a group of packets: Qx is a group of
packets {Pi,Pj}.
⇒ Fx = {P1,P2, . . . ,Px, . . . ,Pi,Pj}

• Drop flows: Drop all the packets contained in a flow of
packets.
σ = F_DROP(Fi)
⇒ NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fj, . . . ,Fy}

• Duplicate flows: Duplicate all the packets in a flow of
packets.
σ = F_DUPLICATE(Fi)
⇒ NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi,Fi,Fj, . . . ,Fy}

• Permute flows: Swap two flow of packets.
σ = F_PERMUTE(Fx,Fi)
⇒ NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fy,Fj, . . . ,Fi}

• Modify flows: Change the value of a field fdi, in the
protocol pri, in all the packets Pi of the flow Fx, for the
value valuei′. As a result, we get a mutation of Pi, that
we call Pi′.
σ = F_MODIFY (Fi,Pi, pri, fdi, valuei′)
⇒ NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi′,Fj, . . . ,Fy}, where
Fi′ = {P1,P2, . . . ,Pi′, . . . ,Px}

G. COMPLEX ACTIONS
Complex action differentiates from composed action because
they aim to implement specific cyber-attacks or tests. They
can be seen as a set of predefined scenarios that 5Greplay
includes to facilitate its use. Complex actions are made by the
composition of composed actions, and users can add more.

• Simple packet fuzzing: Fuzzing changing randomly
field in the protocol header of packets, to generate
several flowmutants to be injected into the system under
test.
σ = P_FUZZING(Pi)
⇒ Fx ′

= {Pi,Pi′,Pi′′, . . . ,Pi′′′, . . .}
• Simple packet fuzzing in time: Fuzzing changing ran-
domly the position of packets inside a flow, to generate
several flowmutants to be injected into the system under
test.
σ = P_FUZZING_TIME(Pi)
⇒ Fx ′

= {Pi,P1,P2, . . . ,Pj, . . . ,Px},
Fx ′′

= {P1,Pi,P2, . . . ,Pj, . . . ,Px},
Fx ′′′

= {P1,P2,Pi, . . . ,Pj, . . . ,Px}, . . . ,
Fxn = {P1,P2, . . . ,Pj, . . . ,Px,Pi}

• Simple flow fuzzing: Fuzzing changing randomly the
position of flows inside a network traffic, to generate
several network traffic to be injected into the system
under test.
σ = F_FUZZING(Fi)
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⇒ NT ′
= {Fi,F1,F2, . . . ,Fj, . . . ,Fy},

NT ′′
= {F1,Fi,F2, . . . ,Fj, . . . ,Fy},

NT ′′′
= {F1,F2,Fi, . . . ,Fj, . . . ,Fy}, . . . ,

NT n = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fj, . . . ,Fy,Fi}
• Denial-of-service: Send messages at the fastest rate the
machine can until it breaks the system under test.
σ = P_DOS(Pi) ⇒ Fx ′

= {Pi,Pi,Pi, . . . ,Pi, . . .}
• Distributed Denial-of-Service: Send messages at the
fastest rate the machine can, while changing the IP
addresses, until it breaks the system under test.
σ = P_DDOS(Pi) ⇒ Fx ′

= {Pi,Pi′,Pi′′, . . . ,Pin}

H. THEOREMS
From our formalism definitions, the following theorems can
be deduced. These theorems allow optimization of the muta-
tion process by reducing the possible number of mutants, and
they are easily provable throughmathematical manipulations.

1) PERMUTATION is commutative operation: The argu-
ments of the PERMUTATION operation can be
exchanged without altering the result

2) DUPLICATE and MODIFY are commutative: Both
mutant operators can be exchanged without altering the
result

3) Composition with DROP operator is always equal to an
empty flow: Any operator composition including the
DROP operator will be equal to an empty flow

I. 5G NETWORK FUZZER
We embody our ontology in our network traffic fuzzer, 5Gre-
play.2 It is an open-source solution that generates mutants
of the network traffic by using mutant operators, in order to
perform specified security and functional tests on a system,
as well as, fuzzing testing. In [2] we presented a first version
of the tool, its rule syntax, and original mutant operators, that
we extend in this article.

5Greplay main workflow is depicted in Figure 6. The input
of 5Greplay is network traffic, in the form of a pcap file or a
live network data, a set of mutation rules, and a configuration
file. Once a packet is processed by the tool, the context written
by the user in the mutation rule will determine if the packet
will be mutated or not. Then, if the packet must be mutated,
the action, which is also embedded in the mutation rules, will
determine which mutation operator must be used to mutate
the packet. Finally, the packet is forwarded to the output NIC,
together with the non-modified packets, depending on the
default action, contained in the configuration file. Moreover,
Algorithm 1 formally shows this workflow.

Today, 5Greplay can operate over NAS-5G andNGAP pro-
tocols. However, the tool incorporates a plugin architecture
for the addition of new protocols. In order to perform different
mutations on the incoming 5G traffic, 5GReplay defined a set
of mutation operator that can be applied either on the packet
or on the flow levels. The list of these operators are provided
in the Table 2.

2http://5greplay.org

Algorithm 1 5Greplay Main Process
Input: Network traffic (NT) coming from online or
offline traffic, mutant operator (R), composed of a
context (γ ) and an action (σ )
Result:Mutation of input traffic (NT’,Fx’,or Px’)
for ∀ P in F, ∀ F ∈ NT do

if 5Greplay turned on then
if γ (NT ) == P then

σ = P_ACTION (P)
end
if γ (NT ) == F then

σ = F_ACTION (F)
end
if γ (NT ) == NT then

σ = NT_ACTION (NT )
end

end
end

J. FUZZING TESTING
As a first approach, we proposed the combination of mutant
operators to be performed randomly. Although inefficient in
terms of the number of mutations that we could generate, this
first approach has allowed us to find vulnerabilities in the 5G
core (see Section V). Furthermore, thanks to the theorems
proposed in Section IV-H, the number of possible mutants
can be reduced.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To illustrate our ontology, we have formalized the experi-
ments we already performed in our previous work, where we
presented our 5Greplay fuzzer [2].

We performed these scenarios against two 5G core open-
source solutions, free5GC and open5GS. In both cases,
we used the RAN simulator UERANSIM.

A. NAS REPLAY ATTACK
Attackers, with access to the NAS traffic in the 5G interface
N1, could intercept a NAS SMC Security Mode command
clear message sent from the AMF to the UE, copy its NAS
sequence number (NAS SQN), and use it to build a NAS
SMC Security Mode complete message that is replayed to
the AMF, or directly intercept a NAS SMC Security Mode
complete message and replay it to the AMF. If the AMF
does not implement a proper integrity protection against this
type of attack, the network will not drop the replayed packet.
We depict this scenario in the Figure 7.

To perform the NAS-5G SMC Replay attack, a malicious
actor must perform the two following actions:

• Duplicate a NAS SMC packet with a specific Secu-
rity Mode Complete field. (NAS_5G.message_type ==
93 means that it is an SMC packet)

• Change the value of this SecurityModeCompletefield to
a lower level and recompute the checksum of the packet.
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FIGURE 6. 5G replay main architecture.

FIGURE 7. NAS-5G SMC Replay Attack. Top: Checking if the AMF is
vulnerable to replay attacks. Down: exploiting the vulnerability to change
the security level on the network.

(for instance, NAS_5G.security_type == 4 means that
there will be no encryption)

The formalization of this threat is a follow:
Let NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi, . . . ,Fy}, where Fi =

{P1,P2, . . . ,Pi, . . . ,Px}, where Pi = {pr1, pr2, . . . , pri,
. . . , pn}, where pri corresponds to the NAS_5G protocol and
pri = {(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2), . . . , (message_type, 93),
. . . , (fdi, valuei)}. And R = {γ, σ } a mutant operator, accord-
ing to which a subset of NT will be filtered, and mutated.
if γ (NT ) == P.NAS_5G.message_type.S.93 → Pi

⇒ σ = P_MODIFY (Pi,NAS_5G, security_type, 4) ◦

P_DUPLICATE(Pi)
⇒ NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi, . . . ,Fy},
Fi = {P1,P2, . . . ,Pi′,Pi′, . . . ,Px},

Pi = {pr1, pr2, . . . , pri′, . . . , pn}, and
pri′ = NAS_5G = {(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2), . . . ,
(message_type, 4), . . . , (fdi, valuei)}.

We implement a mutant operator in 5Greplay with context:
NAS SMC Security Mode complete messages sent by the
UE after its authentication; and action: replay it twice to the
AMF. Then, we checked the AMF logs, and we monitored
the network to verify that the AMF actually received the same
packet twice.

After the NAS SMC Security Mode Command message,
the AMF received a legitimate NAS SMC Security Mode
complete message, and two NGAP packets with the same UE
NGAP ID as the legitimate user. The AMF identified this as
not belonging to the same NGAP security context. These two
packets corresponded to the replayed packets by 5Greplay
and allow us to conclude that the free5Gc AMF is protected
again this type of replay attack.

As depicted in the free5GcAMF log and shown in Figure 8,
after the NAS SMC Security Mode Command message, the
AMF received a legitimate NAS SMC Security Mode com-
plete message, and two NGAP packets with the same UE
NGAP ID as the legitimate user. The AMF identified this as
not belonging to the same NGAP security context. These two
packets corresponded to the replayed packets by 5Greplay
and allow us to conclude that the free5Gc AMF is protected
again this type of replay attack.

B. DENIAL OF SERVICE BY SENDING MALFORMED NGAP
PACKETS
This threat intends to check the robustness of the AMF func-
tion by sending inconsistent values of NGAP protocol sent
over SCTP protocol. In this case, we utilize 5Greplay is his
fuzzingmode. For instance, we can change the SCTP protocol
identifier from 60 to 0, and put the UE identifier of NGAP to
an arbitrary value. We depict this scenario in the Figure 9.
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FIGURE 8. Free5Gc AMF log when replaying Security Mode Complete messages (SMC).

FIGURE 9. Fuzzing NGAP protocol packets.

To perform this attack, we must perform the two following
actions:

• Change the value of the SCTP protocol identifier to a
random value, for example 0-. This identifier should be
SCTP.protoid == 60 (see Figure 9)

• Change the value of the UE identifier field to a
random value. (for instance, NAS_5G.amf_UE_id ==
1234 which is a random value)

This actions can be done for an authentication response
identified by a message type NAS_5G.message_type == 93.
The formalization of this threat is a follow:
Let NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi, . . . ,Fy}, where Fi =

{P1,P2, . . . ,Pi, . . . ,Px}, wherePi = {pr1, pr2, . . . , pri, prj,
. . . , pn}, pri corresponds to the SCTP protocol, and pri =

{(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2), . . . , (proto_id, 60)
, . . . , (fdi, valuei)}; prj corresponds to the NAS_5G protocol,
and prj = {(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2), . . . , (amf _UE_id,

93), . . . , (fdi, valuei)}. And R = {γ, σ } a mutant operator,
according to which a subset of NT will be filtered, and
mutated.

if γ (NT ) == P.NAS_5G.message_type.S.93 → Pi
⇒ σ = P_MODIFY (Pi,NAS_5G, amf _UE_id, 1234) ◦

P_MODIFY (Pi, SCTP, proto_id, 0) ⇒ NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,
Fi, . . . ,Fy}, Fi = {P1,P2, . . . ,Pi′, . . . ,Px}, Pi =

{pr1, pr2, . . . , pri′, prj′, . . . , pn}, pri = SCTP =

{(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2), . . . , (proto_id, 0), . . . ,
(fdi, valuei)}, and prj = NAS_5G = {(fd1, value1),
(fd2, value2), . . . , (amf _UE_id, 1234), . . . , (fdi, valuei)}.

We implement a mutant operator in 5Greplay with context:
NGAP protocol messages sent by the UE during the authen-
tication exchange; and action: replay them to the AMFs with
two modification of the SCTP and NAS_5G fields. Then,
we checked the AMF logs, and we monitored the network to
verify that the AMF actually received the same packet twice.

When replaying against free5GC, we got an AMFwarning,
but the simulator keep running and allowed new UE connec-
tions, as showed in the Figure 10. Therefore, we conclude
that it is protected against this type of malformed NGAP
packets. On the other hand, open5GS was not able to handle
this packet and the simulator crashed, preventing new con-
nections to the AMF, as depicted in Figure 11.

C. 5G ENCAPSULATING IoT TRAFFIC
This scenario targets applications using 5G infrastructure.
We focus on the 5G data plane, and we aim to encapsulate
attack payloads in 5G application layer to determine what IP
attacks can be realized on 5G, and the impact of attacks on
5G infrastructure. These are some examples of the research
questions we can answer by performing thementioned encap-
sulation, by means of the 5Greplay tool, implementing the
presented mutation operators:

• Can 5G GTP prevent DoS attacks?
• What is the impact of attacks on 5G infrastructure?
• Can DoS attacks on one slice impact another isolated
slice?

Figure 12 shows how an attack payload could be inserted into
a 5G infrastructure, by means of adding it to the 5G protocol
stack.

We depict the workflow of this scenario in Figure 13.
Assuming we already have a pcap file containing malicious
traffic of a IoT platform, for example, a DoS attack done by
means of botnets. After using it as an input for 5Greplay,
we use the tool for extracting the payload, modify it, and
duplicating. Then, these messages are sent to a 5G core
by means of UERANSIM, which is a simulator of the UE
and the gnB of a part of the network. We use 5Greplay for
manipulating the malicious traffic payload and injecting into
UERANSIM which is going to send it to the core network
as a UE message. Finally, the core network will send it to its
target IoT services, and the attacks will be performed.
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FIGURE 10. Free5GC AMF log when receiving a malformed NGAP packet.

FIGURE 11. Open5GS AMF log when receiving a malformed NGAP packet.

FIGURE 12. Attack payload encapsulation on 5G traffic headers.

Figure 14 depicts the original IoT traffic, and Figure 15 the
packets after being encapsulated into the 5G protocol stack,
proving that our manipulations worked well.

The formalization of the 5G traffic encapsulation, sup-
posing the original traffic is working over TCP, is a
follows:

Let NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi, . . . ,Fy}, where Fi =

{P1,P2, . . . ,Pi, . . . ,Px}, where Pi = {ETH , IP,TCP, . . . ,

pn}, prn corresponds to the protocol used for the attack. And
R = {γ, σ } a mutant operator, according to which a subset of
NT will be filtered, and mutated.

If γ (NT ) → Pi, where γ (NT ) is a function that allows to
identify a single step of the attack that is desired to encapsu-
late in the 5G headers
⇒ σ = P_MODIFY (Pi,ETH , ∗, {ETH , IP,UDP,

GTP}) ◦ P_DUPLICATE(Pi)
⇒ NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi, . . . ,Fy},
Fi = {P1,P2, . . . ,Pi′,Pi′, . . . ,Px}, and
Pi′ = {ETH , IP,UD,GTP, IP,TCP, . . . , pn}

D. OTHERS
5Greplay has a plugin architecture that enables easily adding
new protocols to its stack. Therefore, there is no logi-
cal impediment to implement the following threats, but an
additional development is required. The following examples
involve protocols that are not currently supported by 5Gre-
play, but that illustrate new use cases of our ontology.

1) SMF IMPERSONATION
Let us consider an attack scenario against a 5G user equip-
ment (UE), reported by Positive Technologies [54]. In this
scenario, an attacker impersonating the SMF sends a Session
Deletion Request packet to the UPF, with the subscriber
session identifier (SEID) of the victim. As a result, packet
data transmission to the victim’s device will stop, but the
connection to the network will remain. By means of our
ontology, we can describe this attack scenarios as follows:

Let NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi, . . . ,Fy}, where Fi =

{P1,P2, . . . ,Pi, . . . ,Px}, where Pi = {pr1, pr2, . . . , pri,
prj, . . . , pn}, pri corresponds to thePFCP protocol, and pri =
{(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2), . . . ,
(message_type, valuex), . . . , (fdi, valuei)}.

And, R = {γ, σ } the mutant operator.
If γ (NT ) == P.PFCP.message_type.RE .!54 → Pi

⇒ σ = P_MODIFY (Pi,PFCP,message_type, 54)
⇒ NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi′, . . . ,Fy},
Fi′ = {P1,P2, . . . ,Pi′, . . . ,Px},
Pi′ = {pr1, pr2, . . . , pri′, prj, . . . , pn}, and
pri′ = {(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2), . . . , (message_type,
54), . . . , (fdi, valuei)}.

2) DoS TO A UE VIA HTTP2
Let us consider an attack scenario against a 5G user equip-
ment (UE), reported by Positive Technologies [54]. If a
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FIGURE 13. Encapsulation workflow.

FIGURE 14. Encapsulation workflow.

NRF does not restrict the operations allowed on NF pro-
files, an attacker with NF profiles information could delete
such profiles. To obtain the NF information, attackers can
impersonate any network service for other NFs and obtain
profile data, such as authentication status, current location,
and subscriber settings for network access.

This threat has a CVSS base score of 7.4, which indicates
high severity. By means of our ontology, we can describe this
attack scenarios as follows:

• Obtaining the NF profile (nflnstanceID)
Let NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi, . . . ,Fy}, where Fi =

{P1,P2, . . . ,Pi, . . . ,Px}, where Pi = {pr1, pr2, . . . ,
pri, prj, . . . , pn}, pri corresponds to the HTTP2

protocol, and pri = {(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2), . . . ,
(method, valuex), . . . , (fdi, valuei)}.
And, R = {γ, σ } the mutant operator.
If γ (NT ) == P.HTTP2.method .RE .!GET → Pi
⇒ σ = P_MODIFY (Pi,HTTP2,method,GET )
⇒ NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi′, . . . ,Fy}, Fi′ =

{P1,P2, . . . ,Pi′, . . . ,Px}, Pi′ = {pr1, pr2, . . . , pri′,
prj, . . . , pn}, and pri′ = {(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2),
. . . , (method,GET ), . . . , (fdi, valuei)}.

• Using the obtained information (nflnstanceID) to delete
a NF profile
Let NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi, . . . ,Fy}, where Fi =

{P1,P2, . . . ,Pi, . . . ,Px}, where Pi = {pr1, pr2, . . . ,
pri, prj, . . . , pn}, pri corresponds to the HTTP2
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FIGURE 15. Encapsulation workflow.

protocol, and pri = {(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2), . . . ,
(method, valuex), . . . , (fdi, valuei)}.
And, R = {γ, σ } the mutant operator.
If γ (NT ) == P.HTTP2.method .RE .!DELETE → Pi
⇒ σ = P_MODIFY (Pi,HTTP2,method,DELETE)
⇒ NT = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fi′, . . . ,Fy},
Fi′ = {P1,P2, . . . ,Pi′, . . . ,Px},
Pi′ = {pr1, pr2, . . . , pri′, prj, . . . , pn}, and
pri′ = {(fd1, value1), (fd2, value2), . . . ,
(method,DELETE
nflnstanceID), . . . , (fdi, valuei)}.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have defined an ontology for network muta-
tion that provides a scientific basis for research work and
application of these techniques. The main contribution of this
paper is the design of an ontology for mutation techniques
by introducing classes of the concepts of network protocol,
mutation operators, network packet, flow of network packets
and network traffic. To the best of our knowledge there is
an absence of a unified formalism for describing the fuzzing
process, in particular the mutation-based fuzzing techniques.
Some works have approached this problem, but mainly in
the software engineering domain. We believe that a for-
malism to describe network-enabled fuzzing would improve
network security by allowing automation of test case cre-
ation, and facilitating the creation of complex test cases
scenarios.

Based on this ontology, we have designed models of cyber-
attacks that we have applied to 5G networks. The proposed
approach has been applied to three use cases that repre-
sent different attacks against a 5G network. In future work,
we plan to introduce ML/AI techniques in order to improve
the performance of the fuzzing.
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